Overview of Optional Activities Nursery Week beginning 18.1.21 Jungle Animals
This week to support learning you could…
Literacy

Maths - Capacity

Listen to the story Monkey Puzzle by Julia Donaldson. Can you
retell the story?

Creative
Draw,paint,colour your favourite jungle animal. (Add your
scissor jungle leaf cuttings to your picture).

Read stories about the Jungle some stories such as;, Walking
Through the Jungle by Julie Lacome and There’s a Tiger in the
Garden by Lizzy Stewart
Create a jungle mask
Staff will add a story every day to Tapestry.
Can you clap out the syllables in words?
Can you sing the monkey songs?
5 little monkeys jumping on the bed and 5 cheeky monkeys
swinging in a tree (I’ll put a video on Seesaw to sing along with)
Please can you upload photos of any of your child’s work onto
Tapestry.

Task- Can you order three containers of water, sand or rice (same sized
containers) using language of full, half full and empty?
Take a photo of your findings.
Challenge – Can you investigate capacity by filling your containers with water,sand
or rice using different sized spoons?

Can you make a paper chain snake?

Physical

Understanding the World

Movement skills. Can you move like different animals? Can you
slide along like a snake, stomp and wave your trunk like an
elephant, jump like a frog?

Can you find out about a new jungle animal? Can you tell us about your animal
and send it to us on Tapestry?

Yoga- Jungle Yoga

https://video.link/w/2crGb

https://video.link/w/7JZFb
E-safety- it is important that children are supervised when using
the internet and using any resources which are online..

Scissor skills- practice cutting jungle leaves. You could add
these to your jungle paintings/drawings.

https://www.natgeokids.com/uk/discover/geography/physical-geography/15cool-things-about-rainforests/

E-safety- it is important that children are supervised when using the internet and
using any resources which are online..

Personal, Social and Emotional Development
Talk about being kind to our planet and how we must keep
our rainforests and jungle safe.
Get your child to look after a jungle animal (a cuddly toy).
What will It need?

Some alternative activities you might like to try:

Can you concerting paper to make arms and legs for a monkey?
Can you roll up paper to make a tail?

Can you use a ball point pen or a tooth pick to write some secret
symbols on a banana? Once you can see the symbols clearly then
enjoy eating it! (It could be their name or random shapes – any
mark making is good mark making ☺)

